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Honored Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States
Honored Members of the United States Congress,
On behalf of millions of evangelical Christians in America, we thank you for standing strong in
your respect for the Constitution, clearly reflected in Justice Alito’s draft of Dobbs vs. Jackson.
It is a tragedy and scourge to look back at fifty years and 63,000,000 missing children – the
equivalence of an entire generation of Americans – all based on anti-human ‘power organizing’
and a faulty Supreme Court decision. Short of heaven, we can never have those children back,
but now is the time to reclaim the right and righteous side of history. God can heal our land.
Most women and men, of course, want to love and raise their children. Thousands of Christians
volunteer in help ministries for struggling women and families. Children are a blessing from the
Lord and the hope of our future. Children are created equal, with intrinsic value. Children also
draw forth maturity and joy, in most adults.
We pray that you endure the well-paid grievance industry, sometimes called “crisis actors,” and
others ‘leaking’ private and sacred documents, those harassing you in your homes and in media.
You must know by now that this same lack of shame will stop at nothing to kill children and
destroy the nuclear family. America should not cater to lawlessness, but honor the rule of law
that, we can hope, reflects the laws and wisdom of God that yield love and life.
Funding of this grievance industry leads to a few deep pockets, via a shell game and Engine of
non-profits that collaborate to weaken America. They advance the abortion industry, open
borders, election fraud schemes, racial tension, recasting our nation’s history, destroying our
monuments and system of education, drug and “sex work” legalization, threating our national
sovereignty, and much more harm.
Non-profit and media leaders, including curious “faith leaders,” tend to know one another and
collaborate. It’s their “job” to hurt America and other nations, and to demonize patriotic
Christians as "Christian nationalists." This gives their funders more power over America and
other nations. Our demoralized cultural weakness leaves funders with more power. It’s always
about power. We urge you to read the book on George Soros, Man Behind the Curtain, by Matt
Palumbo. And please read Red-Handed, by Peter Schweitzer.

We have had more than enough death and destruction in, and of, our beloved nation. A nation
once for children, now funding abortion and non-life-giving sexuality around the world. How the
Lord must grieve to see what he once inspired, but he is always willing to breathe new life and
revival when our leaders trust and obey his path of life.
“Be strong and courageous, for the Lord your God is with you.” Joshua 1:9
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